
Background

• The number of CAG repeats of the expanded allele of the

HTT gene explains ~50 to 69% of the observed phenotypic

variance of the age at onset in HD.

• Heritability analyses estimate that unidentified genetic

modifiers explain up to 38% of the remaining variance.

• We hypothesized that pedigree information can increase the

accuracy of age of onset predictions by accounting part of

unknown shared genetic modifiers.

• We aimed to predict the age of onset using mixed linear

model with pedigree information.

Results

• Genotype and phenotype data from 220 affected subjects

(139 probands and 81 relatives) were included in the study.

• Data was obtained from the HD registry of the Neurogenetics

Research Center at the Instituto Nacional de Ciencias

Neurológicas, Lima, Peru.

• The log(age at onset) was predicted by mixed linear models

(MLM) using CAG repeat number of mutant allele, sex and

matrix of kinship coefficients as covariates to model the

phenotypic covariance based on additive genetic effects.

• The prediction accuracy was performed by Variance

explained cross validation (VEcv) based on Leave-one-out

cross-validation (LOOCV) (Table 1).

• The mixed linear model fit to the training dataset including

relatives had a greater accuracy (VEcv=63%) than the model fit

with non-relatives only (VEcv=56%) (Table 2).

• The linear regression trained with unrelated subjects had a

lower accuracy (VEcv=53%) than any of the mixed linear

models (Table 2).

Conclusions

• Modelling the phenotypic covariance due to shared genetic

effects through a matrix of kinship coefficients increases the

accuracy of age of onset model prediction models.
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Table 2. VEcv and Pearson Coefficient of models


